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Storey Publishing, LLC, 2006. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+
Customer Service! Summary: Fast, Fun, and Relaxing, crocheting a hat is a rewarding way to
practice basic skills, try out new stitches, or tackle particularly challenging patterns. Hats invite
experimentation and creativity. The finished piece is so small that pulling out rows of stitches or
going all the way back to the beginning of a project is never too heartbreaking, and making more
than one is a natural urge! Crochet Hats! features 15 original patterns for pretty, new looks - classic
as well as cutting edge, sunny and light as well as cosy and warm. Created for every skill level, Candi
Jensen's hat designs also encourage stitcher's to venture beyond their comfort zones and
experiment with new yarns, different colour combinations, and more complicated stitches. Hats
provide the perfect opportunity for playing with new ideas. From cables to brims to beads, Jensen's
hats feature something for every head. An adorable baby cap makes a lovely shower gift, a colorful
cotton sun hat screens summer beach rays, and diamond shapes on angora and wool sparkle on
the ski slopes. Many designs will work for men too,...
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It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M

This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II
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